
 
 

DANCE  MAESTRO 
 
 
Position  Summary: 
 
 
 To welcome and entertain guests on board during the cruise, organizing and 

hosting all the dancing activities and classes on board. 
 

Principal Duties and Responsibilities: 
 
- Socializing with guests giving them information about all the dancing 

activities: during the first embarkation, during the various cocktails of the 

cruise and on the various occasions and meetings when guests gather in the 

lounges, during the day or in the evening.  

- Paying particular attention to guests travelling alone, who might have more 

difficulties fitting into shipboard life. 

- Being available to address all guests’ needs, providing them with detailed 

information about the various on board revenue services. To this purpose being 

constantly informed of each and every aspect of the cruise product in all 

services, and in the eventuality of any changes  

- Cooperating with the organization of activities which promote and enhance 

the various services on board, the excursions and the concessionaries, in order 

to ensure a positive revenue come-back.  

- Making the most of materials available for the cruise staff (scenery, 

costumes…etc…).Preparing what is necessary for the various activities well in 

advance, paying attention to details, using things in a correct and efficient way.  

- Always keeping updated on the most popular activities, known dances, hit 

music, in fact on everything that will most please a public who wants to have 

fun and get the most out of their vacation.  



- Showing ability to work in groups and contributing to create a positive 

atmosphere interacting constructively with colleagues. Communicating 

efficiently with superiors, conveying to them ideas and new proposals 

according to daily observation in dealing with guests.  

- Always being available for any dance exhibitions and demonstrations during 

the cruise. Supporting the entertainment team creating choreography for 

guests’ talent show and/or for any entertainment activities  

- Organizing the various dancing activities with the Chief Adult/Children 

Animator according with the Product Plan and the Guests’ request: free 

dancing lessons, cocktails and dancing evenings, private /pay dance lessons, 

pre-show exhibition, baby dance and dance lessons for teens  

- Preparing all the necessary for the various activities well in advance, paying 

attention to details, using things in a correct and efficient way.  

- Being called to familiarize with general On Board Revenue services.  

- Pursuing a personal soft skill enhancement in On Board Revenues awareness 

and sales focus and drive.  

- Being capable in delivering clear and effective On Board Revenue 

communication to the guest.  

- Being operative in On Board Revenue sales activities.  

- Being constantly acknowledged and updated through the Chief Adult 

Animator about main On Board Revenue procedures and instructions. 

 
Experience 
 
Minimum of 5 years professional Dance Teacher and Dancer with ability to 

motivate an audience based on their demographics.  

- Master of ceremonies or professional entertainment experience with resorts, 

cruise lines, entertainment or recreational industries preferred.  

- Extensive knowledge of variety of music categories such as, but not limited to, 

classic, 70 ś samba, bolero, bachata, ballroom dance, Latin, classic disco, reggae, 

and classic rock.  

- Knowledge of current music trends.  

- Ability to apply customer service skills when interacting with guests and 

coworkers.  

 



Preferred 
Graduation or courses in dance, choreography, ballet, jazz, etc. 

 

 

*this job description is to be considered as a general reference of duties and 

responsibilities for the position as it might change according to ship and cruise 

line. 
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